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d CSIRO Agriculture and Food, LMB 59, Narrabri, NSW, 2390, AustraliaThe authors regret that there is an error in the published Fig. 4 (d) of this paper where the line for Tdry (energy balance) was
originally plotted incorrectly. A corrected version of this figure, and caption, which also now includes values for the air tem-
perature (Ta) and surface temperature (Ts) in order to aid comparisons, follows.DOI of original article: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystemseng.2017.09.012.
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Fig. 4 e Canopy conductance (for Tdry, solid black line, for Tdry ¼ Ta þ 5, dotted brown line, and for energy balance, dashed
purple line) (a), hourly Et (for Tdry, solid black line, for Tdry ¼ Ta þ5, dotted brown line) and Et0 (FAO56, dashed blue line) (b),
cumulative daily Et (for Tdry, solid black line, for Tdry ¼ Ta þ 5, dotted brown line) and Et0 (FAO56, dashed blue line) together
with solar radiation (red, dot-dash line) (c), and temperature for: Ts, green dot-dash line, Ta, dashed blue line, Tdry, solid black
line, Tdry ¼ Ta þ 5, dotted brown line; Tdry (energy balance), dotted purple line, (calculated from the full energy balance by
solving Equation (3) for Tdry and setting gW to Cond (energy balance), derived from Equation (2)) (d), for cotton (Kulki farm) for
14e23 Dec 2014. The scaling factor, a, in Equation (1) was set equal to 0.5, being the value that scaled the calculated Et to Et0
(FAO56). The date of the first irrigation event of the season is indicated. For values based on ArduCrop measurements, the
lines and shaded regions represent the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of three values (three ArduCrop
sensors). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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